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Czechs in Kansas:
The Story of Wilson
Many people in Kansas call themselves "Czech." Their families came from a region in Europe
called Bohemia. Over time this region has been part of different countries. Today it is part of
the Czech Republic. The Czech Republic is in Europe.
Why did they leave Bohemia?
Immigrants left Bohemia for many reasons. Some wanted more freedom. Others left because
their crops had failed. Bohemia was very crowded and there were few opportunities. All of
those who left wanted a better life for their families.
Most Czech immigrants to Kansas settled in other parts of the United States first. They lived in
larger cities in the eastern part of the country. As workers, their wages were low. Many found
themselves out of work. Many Czech immigrants became unhappy living in large American
cities. Groups began organizing to move west and become farmers.
Why did they come to Kansas?
Francis Swela moved to Wilson in 1874. He wanted to start a Czech settlement. He knew that
other Czech immigrants were looking for places in the west. He wrote letters to Czech American
newspapers. He wanted everyone to know about
Wilson, Kansas.
Swela wrote about the great climate and good, cheap
land. He promised a never-ending supply of water.
Fine quality stones for building could be found around
Wilson. Swela claimed the area was a paradise for
chickens, cows, horses, and pigs. Soon Czech
immigrants were responding to his letters.
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Wilson was on the Kansas Pacific Railroad line. The railroad also worked to attract settlers to
Kansas.
What did they find in Kansas?
More and more Czech immigrants came to Wilson. Each family bought its own land. Most
settlers became farmers. Some became storekeepers. Since most Czech immigrants spoke their
native language, stores made sure they employed Czech clerks.
The settlers wrote to friends and family back home encouraging them to come to Kansas. New
immigrants worked on their friends’ farms. They would save enough money to buy their own
place. Soon there was little land left to buy around Wilson. But Czech settlers continued to
arrive, finding land in other areas of
Kansas.
What happened to Wilson?
Today Wilson is known as the Czech
Capital of Kansas. The town celebrates its
heritage in many ways. Local businesses
sell Czech foods and crafts. Each summer
the people of Wilson celebrate the After
Harvest Czech Festival. It features food,
music, and crafts.
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